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Cuvânt înainte 

 

Primul volum din seria Analele Universităţii Spiru Haret, seria Muzică defineşte 

principalele date ale tipului de cercetare ştiinţifică ce se realizează, în principal, de către 

cadrele didactice ale Facultăţii. 

 

Înfiinţată în anul 1991, odată cu primele facultăţi surate din Universitatea Spiru Haret şi 

cu Fundaţia România de Mâine, Facultatea de Muzică a crescut an de an. Deja, seriilor 

de licenţiaţi proprii li s-au adăugat masteranzii care, la rândul lor desfăşoară o meritorie 

activitate cultural-artistică şi educativă la locurile lor de muncă. 

 

În ceea ce priveşte cercetarea ştiinţifică şi creaţia artistică realizată de cadrele didactice 

ale Facultăţii, putem afirma că este o componentă de prim ordin a  preocupărilor 

acestora de a-şi întregi profilul creator şi pedagogic; este cunoscut faptul că în facultatea 

noastră o parte însemnată din corpul didactic o constituie compozitorii, muzicologii, 

interpreţii sau pedagogii de vocaţie care au deprins în timp lecţia marilor maeştri şi care 

au înţeles să le lumineze amintirea creând, la rândul lor, o emulaţie artistică şi un spirit 

creator, de autentică vibraţie, în rândul discipolilor. În oglinda timpului rămâne 

încifrată personalitatea lui George Enescu, artist, creator şi pedagog totodată. Vocea sa 

chema la armonie şi la dezvoltare spirituală. A-i urma exemplul de muncă neobosită a 

fost primul nostru gând.  Astfel au luat naştere datele esenţiale ale unei culturi a 

calităţii, ale cărei roade se vor vedea în timp. Parte dintre trasele deja explorate de 

spiritul cercetător al colegilor noştri se află între aceste coperte. O altă parte va ilustra 

continuarea acţiunii începute acum, într-un dialog efervescent, pe axa diacronică a 

generaţiilor. Continuitatea va deveni cuvânt de ordine, iar prospectarea enesciană  care 
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cerea  ceea ce magistrul muzicii noastre numea „un retour a la sensibilite” se va întrupa 

în tot ceea ce avem de durat. De aceea, îmi permit să închei cu un alt gând enescian: 

„Omenirea a realizat extraordinare progrese tehnice, exterioare. Spiritul şi interioritatea 

omului au rămas în urmă. Rămâne deci un loc imens pentru dezvoltarea spirituală a 

omului. Lumea este mare, deşi tehnicitatea i-a micşorat proporţiile. Omenirea trebuie să 

înveţe să fie fericită. Artistul dezvăluie omenirii calea spre armonie, care e fericire şi 

pace”. Considerăm că am făcut, deja, un pas important spre întâlnirea cu valenţele 

spiritului enescian. 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Petru STOIANOV, 

Decan, 

Facultatea  de Muzică 

a Universităţii Spiru Haret 

  

Foreword 

 

The first volume of the Annals of Spiru Haret University – Music Studies defines 

the main givens of the type of scientific research performed mainly by the Music 

Faculty’s teaching staff. 

 

Founded in 1991, together with the first sister faculties of the Spiru Haret University and 

the Romania de Maine foundation, the Music Faculty has grown from year to year. The 

series of in-house graduates has been joined by master’s degree students who, in their 

turn, are performing a meritorious cultural-artistic activity, as well as educative, in their 

respective jobs. 

 

With regards to the scientific research and artistic creation delivered by the teaching 

staff of the faculty, we can state that it is a vital component of their on going concern to 

complete their creative and educational profile; it is well known that in our faculty, a 

significant portion of the professorial core is made up of composers, musicologists,  

instrument players or dedicated teachers that have assimilated, in time, the lesson of the 

great masters and have understood to honor their memory by creating, in their turn, an  
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artistic emulation and a creative spirit, of an authentic vibration, among their disciples. 

In the mirror of time, the personality of George Enescu, artist, creator, and teacher will 

remain. His voice called to harmony and spiritual development. To follow his tireless 

work example was our first thought. Thus were born the essential data of a culture of 

quality, whose fruit will become apparent in due time. A part of the trajectories already 

explored by the inquisitive spirit of our colleagues is already between these covers.  

Another part will illustrate the continuation of the action begun now, in an effervescent 

dialogue, on the diachronic axis of the generations. 

 

Continuity will become a keyword, and Enescu’s search, which demands something that 

the master of our music called ”un retour a la sensibilite” will be embodied in all that we 

have to build. For those reasons, I allow myself to conclude with another thought by 

Enescu:”Humanity has made extraordinary progress in the external, technical fields. 

Man’s soul and inner life have been left behind. There is left an immense space for the 

spiritual development of man. The world is big, despite technicity shrinking its 

proportions. Mankind must learn to be happy. The artist reveals to mankind the path to 

harmony, which is happiness and peace”. We consider to have already made an 

important step towards the encounter with the valencies of the Enescu spirit. 

 

Professor Petru STOIANOV, PhD 

Dean of the Faculty of Music 

Spiru Haret University 
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ARTICOLE ŞI STUDII  

Articles and Studies  

 

IN MEMORIAM PROF. UNIV. DR. DHC VICTOR GIULEANU 
In Memoriam Prof. DHC Dr. Victor Giuleanu 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Carmen Stoianov 

Prof. univ. dr. Petru Stoianov 

Conf. univ. dr. Mihaela Marinescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

It is very difficult to comprise in all its dimensions the Scientific activity of Professor 

Victor Giuleanu; what can say without fail is that the changes introduced in the field of 

composition and interference between musical practice and theoretical thinking of the 

last five decades, always claiming the phrase “from music, from practice – the theory 

and not vice versa “, whether it’s volume theoretical or practical, awarded by prizes of 

the Union of Romanian Composers and Muzicologists, whose membership was almost 

five decades, or of the Romanian Academy. 

 

Keywords: music, Victor Giuleanu, professor, personality, music theory 
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I. RESTITUIRI ISTORIOGRAFICE 
HISTORY RESTITUTIONS 

 
MELODIA ÎNTRE AGONIE ŞI EXTAZ 

The Song between Agony and Ecstasy 

 

Theodor Grigoriu 

Compozitor şi muzicolog 

Membru al Academiei Franceze „Arts – Sciences – Lettres” 

 

Abstract 

 

It is an synthetic look about Ciprian Porumbescu’s biography and musical creation, full 

of melody, from  an agony of life to an ecstasy of creation, thanks to his Romanian 

musical gift and his tragically artistically destiny, undfolded similar with an spiritual son 

of Orpheus. 

 

Keywords: song, Orfeu, Ciprian Porumbescu, biography, creative, instrumental and 

choral music, English operetta 

 

O PERSONALITATE A ROMANTISMULUI MUZICAL 
ROMÂNESC: CIPRIAN PORUMBESCU. RECONSIDERĂRI DIN 

PERSPECTIVĂ ISTORICĂ 
A Personality of the Romanian Musical Romanticism: Ciprian Porumbescu. 

Reconsiderations from the Historical Perspective 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Carmen Stoianov  

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

Ciprian Porumbescu was a romantic symbol of the Romanian musical creation in the 

19th century. Among his opinions regarding the cultural movement of his time, that 

concerning the necessity to unify the creators in a special union was premonitory. 
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Keywords: the România Jună cultural Society, liturgical musical creation, choirs for 

students, musical Romanian folklore 

 

 
CIPRIAN PORUMBESCU – SIMBOL AL LEGĂTURII 
COMPONISTICII ROMÂNEŞTI CU ACTIVITATEA  

DE AMATORI 
Ciprian Porumbescu – A Symbol of Romanian Composition School 

in connection with the Work of Amateurs 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Petru Stoianov 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

The composer Ciprian Porumbescu had a very special destiny in our XIX-th century, 

being that person who marked the way to the excelence for many choir ensembles, in 

Romania or abroad, in Austria. 

 

Keywords: choir ensembles, the Crai Nou operetta, the Arboroasa Society, cultural 

unions. 
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II. PERSPECTIVE ANALITICE ASUPRA 
DISCURSULUI MUZICAL 

ANALYTICAL PROSPECTS ON MUSICAL SPEECH 

 

STAGES AND LEVELS OF ORGANIZATION OF PARAMETERS 
IN  THE COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS 

 

Dr. (PhD) Vladimir Scolnic 

The Jerusalem Academy of Music and Dance, Israel 

 

Abstract 

 

This paper presents a Model to be used in the research of contemporary music done by 

musicologists, composers and performers in order to enable the music scholars of any 

kind to acquire new music knowledge, to create (compose) new music, to recreate the 

music (perform it) and to make public the revealed findings. 

 

Keywords: Models, Approaches, Sets’ Theory 

 

 
CÂTEVA ASPECTE DE LIMBAJ ŞI STIL ÎN LUCRĂRILE 

RELIGIOASE DE ÎNCEPUT ALE LUI SIGISMUND TODUŢĂ 
Some Aspects of Language and Style in the Early Religious Works  

of Sigismund Toduţă 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Dan Voiculescu 

Universitatea Naţională de Muzică din Bucureşti 

 

Abstract 

 

By analysing four of Sigismund Toduta’s religious works written while he was studying 

in Rome and immediately after he returned to Romania (1936-39), one discovers a 

tendency of his language to evolve towards the features of European neoclassicism. Also 
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revealed is the modernisation and personalisation of his writing, which lead to his great 

creative growth of the 1950s, at which time his language achieves a synthesis with finely 

stylised folk intonations. His tendency to polyphony is interlaced with fostering 

chromaticism, diatonic scales with augmented seconds, diminished octaves or 

bitonality, which prefigure his later  speculatively-dissonant erudite writing. 

 

Keywords:  bitonal chords, diminished octaves, diatonic scales with augmented 

seconds 

 

 
IPOSTAZE ALE TIMPULUI  MUZICAL 

– acordul – unitate temporal primară - I 
Hypostasis of Musical Time  

– The Accord – Primary Temporal Unit - I 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Valentin Petculescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

One of the most important issues, vizavii the musical phenomenon, is on time. He can 

be studied from a more abstract, as do Adrian Iorgulescu in his “Time Music / material 

and metaphor” in one or more technical, more applied, as made Vieru Anatol in “From 

Modes to Musical Time.” This study aims to achieve a synthesis between the two visions 

said, with an emphasis on the applied side, concrete analysis of the phenomenon. Of the 

many relationships that link the music, form, rhythm, syntax, etc., we will stop 

especially the drive of the agreement and time, the idea of analyzing ipostazele 

agreement time. 

 

Keywords: temporal syntax, mono temporality, multi temporality, chord time, elastic 

period / modulating 
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O VIZIUNE CORALĂ ASUPRA PSALMILOR, LA ÎNCEPUTUL 
SECOLULUI XXI 

A Choral Vision on Psalms at the Beginning of the XXIst Century 

 

Conf. univ. dr. Mihaela Marinescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

One of the most significant and loftiest pages in Romanian music history in choral 

creation, and the recordings of the future (when ready) will demonstrate its originality 

and great artistic value worldwide. The musical qualities of this choral creation: a 

unique luminosity, a crystal-like clarity and an astonishing demonstration of style and 

craftsmanship. The 33 Psalms try to create a stylistic link with this creation, a possible 

continuation of it, without forgetting the expressive and formal conquests of the 

20thcentury. The figure 33 is representative of the years that Christ lived on Earth. 

 

Same ideas underlying this Choral Book (33 Pslams) by Theodor Grigoriu: 1.Turning 

David’s Psalms into music, the author has chosen a variety of themes and tried to avoid 

the reperirion of prayers. This thematic content is announced in each psalm by 

indicating the ideas comprised; 2. The musical structure of the 33Psalms is mostly 

harmonic, with short polyphonic moments. An analysis of the texts is sought after, the 

syllables of the words are harmonically colored as suggestively as possible, the word is 

simultaneously articulated by voices in order to be understood by listeners, following 

the model of Bach’s Chorales; 3. The author has tried to diminish the auctorial role, 

precisely to reach a way of expressing that has already been absorbed by the collective 

mentality. The chosen forms as well as some moments are indicative of the presence of a 

compositional action which tried to be self-effacing, since the chosen model is that of 

anonymous creations. 

 

Keywords: psalms, coral, Byzantine melos, modalism, componistic action, auctorial 

role 
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ASPECTE ALE REPETIŢIEI HIPNOTICE ÎN CREAŢIA 
CONTEMPORANĂ. STUDIU DE CAZ: SALVATORE SCIARRINO 
Aspects of Hypnotic Repetition in the Contemporary Creation. Case Study: 

Salvatore Sciarrino 

 

Asist. univ. drd. asociat Diana Rotaru 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The trance in the concert hall – the world of abstract, art-music -  creates the paradox of 

associating two incompatible attitudes: the passive auditory, as required by the 

Occidental tradition, and the complete participation required by most ritual trance-

states. What the spectacular and the ritualic have in common, is the purposeful or 

involuntary perceptive manipulation through the use of repetition. Some comtemporary 

composers, such as Salvatore Sciarrino, mix a very original timbral pattern with the use 

of repetition, at different levels and in different manners. 

 

Sciarrino started to gain international acclaim from the 60s, because of his refractory 

attitude towards the fashionable musical techniques of the time, integral serialism and 

structuralism. His aesthetics revolves around concepts such as: radical synasthesia, 

timbral originality, physiology of perception, naturalism, mental space and musical 

figures – all these tightly interdependent. Repetition, a constant structural technique in 

Sciarrino’s works, is connected to the idea of persistence, inertia and dormant 

perception. 

 

Keywords: hypnotic repetition, trance, Sciarrino, original timbral pattern, perceptive 

manipulation, the bizzare, persistence, synasthesia, naturalism, space, musical figures. 
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III. EDUCAŢIA MUZICALĂ – METODOLOGIE  
ŞI ANALIZĂ 

MUSIC EDUCATION – METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS 

 

 
DESPRE  5 „JOCURI (EXERCIŢII)“ PENTRU COPII DE  

MYRIAM MARBE 
About „5 Games (Exercises)” for Children by Myriam Marbe 

 

Prof. univ. dr. Gabriela Munteanu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

„Plays“ (exercisis) from Myrian Marbe (1931-1997, composer and teacher at 

Counterpoint and Run Department Ciprian Porumbescu Bucharest, today National 

Universiity of Music) is the first paper work from a number of paper work cycles 

dedicated introduction and examination of the romanian composers creation refering to 

musical ludique initiatory. 

 

Ours scientifical intention is to remake with synectique methods, the ludique romanian 

creation way dedicated to eduction process. This educational process is rather dispersed 

and thats why we try to demonstrate the didactic musical play constantly present in 

romanian musical creation, least in the latest 40-50 yars. 

 

The play presentation and the examination it will be done with musical techniques and 

pedagogical parameters. 

 

„Plays” of Myriam Marbe belong to Dewey ludique activities category, that meens they 

turn simulation of mature activity (chorus singers, solitudes, conductor) without 

allegorical title or little shows but thy intend to involve the children in half- improvise 

and  spontaneous improvise activities. The song material analysis from the plays we 

discover new modalysts methods: idiomatique elementary scald, rhythmic language 
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connected with imitatively scan from children folklore or children make up, free ideate 

with reiterative elements. 

 

Keywords: binaural walk, turned the key, mode of attack, texture, overall effect, sound 

bodies, conduct rigorous time / free Orff-Schulwerk, music, primary / elementary, game 

music teacher, Dewey-ene process, active school musical, herbartian lesson, Musica 

poetica, usus et sortisatio. 

 

 

METODE TRADIŢIONALE ŞI SPECIALE ÎN INSTRUIREA ŞI 
EDUCAREA MUZICALĂ LA NIVEL UNIVERSITAR 

Traditional and Special Methods In Musical Training and Education at 

University Level 

 

Lector univ. dr. Crinuţa Popescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

In the practice of the musical education, as well as in other fields of sciences and arts, 

there has been a constant preoccupation for the discovery and use of the most 

appropriate methods and procedures of teaching and education. Generally, there are 

three categories of didactic methods:  

 

A) Methods of transmission and assimilation of the cultural values under oral, written, 

oral-visual forms and forms of interior communication (with oneself); 

B) Methods of organized exploration of reality in a direct and indirect manner; 

C) Methods of practical action based on situations, real and imaginary (fictitious) 

activities. 

 

Musical education equally resorts to the three groups of methods, as music is science 

and art at the same time. 
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As the activity of instruction and education is a complex process, in which variables of 

functional, structural and operational order meet, the methodology of learning is 

complex and variable. In case of music, the application of the methods having a practical 

nature refers to the specific techniques of sol-faing, audition, recognition, dictation, 

creation, vocal and instrumental interpretation, of materialization of the scientific 

content of the disciplines of music. The process of education becomes competitive at the 

same time with the expansion and diversification of the adequately applied methods, as 

well as with the frequency of the individual and collective activities. 

 

Keywords: teaching method, practical applications in music   

 

 
IV. CÂNTAREA TRADIŢIONALĂ – ELEMENTE 

DEFINITORII 
TRADITIONAL SONG INTERPRETATION – DEFINING ELEMENTS 

 

COLINDATUL ÎN ŢARA LOVIŞTEI 
Caroling in Loviştei  Country  

 

Lector univ. dr. Luminiţa Pogăceanu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

I emphasize the necessity of paying attention to some aspects as the authenticity of the 

Loviştean folklore, the relationship between objective and subjective within it, and the 

idea of configuration and structure. Oral composition in Romanian epic is characterized 

by a congruity between textual and musical ideas. Music actively reinforces text in the 

Romanian epic, with framing devices in the melodic structure corresponding to framing 

devices in the poetry. By outlining the characteristics of Loviştea Land, I outline the 

conditions under which folklore became manifest. the emphasis placed on the dance as 

entertainment has strongly influenced its rapid artistic development. A deep structure in 

the text, in which complete thoughts are formulated, functions in conjunction with a 
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deep structure in the music, in which integral musical ideas are generated. categorizing 

the oral ballad as a genre is difficult because it is interdisciplinary and all-encompassing. 

the existence of traditional narrative poetries in the modern world (such as the 

Romanian genre) allows for extensive observation and documentation in investigations 

of both text and music.  

 

The fundamental unit of narrative content in epic poetry is the complete thought. As 

symbolic expression has the potential to assist the state in legitimating its cultural 

heritage, while at the same time allowing participants to express a certain resistance to 

that legitimizing process.  

 

Romanian folklore impresses by its originality, richness and variety. Folklore is 

interwoven at every turn with daily life and its events, from the cradle to the grave. 

Romanian epic consists primarily of sung verses, but occasionally includes verses that 

are spoken. Another way in which music regularly underscores text in the Romanian 

epic is the use of final melodic formulas to reinforce final clauses of sentences. The 

immediate appeal of village dancing must have had much to do with its being an 

intensely social experience. The Romanian oral epic is found now almost exclusively in 

villages in south central Romania. 

 

Keywords: traditional song, omen character, traditional song in country Loviştei, 

ritual, traditional song ceremony, ethnographic area 
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CÂNTECUL TRADIŢIONAL LA GRANIŢA 
DINTRE TRADIŢIE ŞI INOVAŢIE 

Traditional Song on the Border between Tradition and Innovation 

 
Lector univ. drd. Viorica Barbu Iuraşcu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Romanian traditional music creation suppose that it finished the character 

crystallization process, along the end of ethnogenesis of the nation. 

Down through the history, the song is like an entity that has the capacity, in a way, to  

keep it’s zonal elder characteristics, and on the other hand, to be open and receptive to 

new, if we talk about an evolutionary course that can not be stopped. 

 

Since 1913, Constantin Brailoiu, said: “The meeting of old world alphabet with the new 

card and a car, takes place in rural society a spontaneous unexpected: a difficult and 

big strain of assimilation and integration that attempt, on the one hand to cover the 

duties of civilization in the modern tradition, and on the other side to life long 

tradition, silind her  to take the forms of modern civilization.” 

 

With everything that derives from this context, after a comparative study, adaptations, 

transformations and even the new, like original element, proves that art and society 

accepts this course from tradition to the modern civilization. 

 

Keywords: popular culture, traditional folklore, archaic, show, traditional language, 

fiddler/musician. 
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PLEDOARIE  PENTRU O NOUĂ  RAMURĂ  
ETNOMUZICOLOGICĂ: SONOLOGIA  RITUALĂ 

Pleading for a new Ethnomusicological Research Field – Ritual Sonology 

 

Lector univ. dr. Otilia Pop Miculi 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Today traditional music is rediscovered as an authentic and perennial message. Its 

language elements are a good enough motivation to study it thoroughly. Modern 

ethnomusicology is open to experiments and to bold scientific interpretations – like the 

new scientific domain which this article proposes, ritual sonology.  

 

This document describes the proposed methodology and the possible interpretation of 

the research results. These are meant to expand the knowledge area of the musical 

language elements inside ritual invocations practiced on a large scale in traditional non-

urban areas. 

 

Keywords: sonology, ritual sonology, resonance, energetic resonance, information 
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V. VALORIZĂRI ÎN ACTUL INTERPRETĂRII 
MUZICALE 

VALORIZATION IN MUSICAL INTERPRETATION 
 

 
COMMON GROUNDS FOR THE CLASSICAL VOCAL  

ANDTHE CONTEMPORARY INTERPRETATIVE STYLES 
 

Prof. univ. dr. Ada Burlui 

Universitatea de Arte, Iaşi 

Conf. univ. dr. Georgeta Pinghiriac 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

Elements of vocal strategy in the method and the technique of teaching singing. 

• Conclusive description, vocal deficiencies transformed in means of expression. 

• The increasing role of vocal deficiencies in the expression of contemporary music. 

• The paradox in the contemporary art of singing brought by polystylism, where a 

unique way of singing can hardly be proclaimed best. 

• Demands on the contemporary lyric artist, neurosomatic characteristics, very 

good musical and communication skills, body posture, gesture, mimic, movement, 

makeup, relating with the partners. 

• New methods of communicating through singing. 

 

Keywords: interference interpretative styles, voice strategy, mutations, deficiencies 

voice polistilism, neuro-somatic condition. 
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ARTA LUTIERILOR ÎN ROMÂNIA 
Traditional Violins Makers  Art in Romania 

 

Lector univ. dr. Ion Olteţeanu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

 

Abstract 

 

The instrument artisan, Pavel Onoaie, a genuine Romanian Stradivarius, lives and 

works in Cluj. At his age of over 70 years, he is the owner of a priceless experience in this 

field, having mastered the secrets of the great instrument artisans of  Cremona. 

 

He has met renowned artists and has held in his hands famous instruments which he 

has studied, repaired, imitated. An important example: Pavel Onoaie was called to 

expertise the Stradivarius-Elder-Voicu violin when it was given back to the Romanian 

State. 

 

I had the chance to meet him and to record some of our conversations, alongside Angi 

Istvan, university teacher and doctor. I have thus begun a study of the phenomenon 

called “the art of the instrument artisans of  Romania”. 

 

Keywords: Pavel, „lutier“, Stradivarius 
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INTERFERENŢA UNIVERSULUI POETIC CU CEL MUZICAL. 
POEZIA HAIKU – SURSĂ DE INSPIRAŢIE  PENTRU CREAŢIA 

VOCALĂ 
The Interconnection between the Worlds of  Poetry and 

Music. Haiku Poetry – Source of  Inspiration for Vocal Composition 

 

Conf. univ. Cornelia Angelescu 

Universitatea Spiru Haret 

Abstract 

 

Inspired by the beauty and originality of haiku poetry, fascinated by oriental lyrics, 

established or aspiring composers have written series of works on classic poems of 

Japanese literature. 

 

The “haiku”, poetry of the senses, composed in the middle of nature, in a moment of 

enlightenment, imposes new concepts of interpretation technique through the 

resonance of language, of methods of approach, articulation and delivery. 

 

Keywords: haiku, poetry, symbol, nature, miniature, music 
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VIAŢA ŞTIINŢIFICĂ 
SCIENTIFIC LIFE 

 

Universitatea Spiru Haret, Facultatea de Muzică, Sesiunea de comunicări ştiinţifice a 

cadrelor didactice şi a studenţilor Bucureşti, 30 mai 2008  

 

Spiru Haret University, Faculty of Music, Scientific Communication Session of Teachers 

and Students, Bucharest, 30 May 2008 
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Abstract 

 

Contemporary musical language is a vast field of research for those interested in the 

evolution of the phenomenon of sound in its various hypostasis. Whether we refer to the 

techniques of sound production and processing, or the use of multimedia resources, or 

elements of scenic views and expression as such, complex field of contemporary musical 

language offers multiple opportunities of analysis to the informed researcher. 

 

Tiberiu Olah has built, over his composing career, his own modal system, for the 

archetypal layers of the Romanian folklore. 

 

The composer used also in his works, in an unmistakable style, technical continued 

change, numerical series and proportional structures as well. 

 

Armonii, Invocaţii, Translaţii, Brâncuşi, Echinocţii cycles, are considering the idea of 

superposition, the superposition between the layers of sound, going as far in there that 

really works themselves may overlap (see the Armonii symphonic cycle). 
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                                                                 Abstract 

 

From the multitude of issues reported as characteristic of the Baroque era music, I chose 

to detail one of the most significant: the music of court and on the courts of that time, 

attention is turning to one of the most envied and admired royal court, which is already 

imposed as a model for all European courts – the French during Louis XIV. 

 

France’s contribution to the development of music is a huge treasure: enough to 

remember names that appeared on the frontispiece of art music very early – Leonin and 

Perotin – or much later, but have emerged as genuine “standards” of French culture – 

Berlioz or Bizet – or to think of great importance given to the popular French songs and 

dances, the positive role played by French opera throughout its history. Remaining only 

to the perimeter under observation, noted that the exuberance and brilliant life and 

pageant at court determines the development of all arts in general – and, implicitly, 

music – king collecting at his court minds of the time, talented people wanting to France 

become – ought to the Court of Versailles – a “spearheaded” promoter of the brilliant 

European culture. 
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